▼

Carrying black-footed
ferrets in backpacks,
resource managers hike into
the Badlands wilderness, the
release site for the restoration
program. In just five years
the program has
succeeded in establishing a
wild population of the
black-footed ferret in the
South Dakota park.

▼
SEA TURTLE
NUMBERS UP
For the fourth consecutive
year, Kemp’s ridley sea
turtles nested in greater
numbers than before
along the south Texas
coast on or near Padre
Island National Seashore.
Altogether, 13 nests were
documented in 1998, with
4 belonging to individuals
from the turtle recovery
project, which was
launched in 1978 to
help the endangered
species establish new
nesting colonies. In addition
to Kemp’s ridley nests, 5
nests belonging to green
sea turtles, 2 to loggerheads, and 1 to a
hawksbill turtle were
documented by staff of
the Biological Resources
Division and the park.
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▼

Curious and alert, a
nocturnal black-footed
ferret pops out of its
burrow in a prairie dog
town. The ferret relies on
the prairie dog as both
its principal food source
and its landlord.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS FOR THE BLACKFOOTED FERRET AT BADLANDS
GPRA
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program philosophy of adaptive management.

and revision of management techniques based on field
observations. In the black-footed ferret recovery program,
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black-footed ferret project clearly demonstrates the utility
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the world.
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Five years of restoration efforts have resulted in a high
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